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Friday June 20th, 2008  
 

1979 Was not A Revolution but A Fiasco 

 
In 1979 Marxist-Islamist claimed that His Majesty, Light of Aryan, King of Kings 
Mohammad Reza PAHLAVI was not investing oil’s revenue in Iran, and His was 
besmirched with some unsubstantiated allegations that the Marxist-Islamist did not have 
any kind of merit, and the Marxist-Islamist under leadership of Khomeini HENDI formed 
a platform that after regime change in Iran, oil revenue would be given to Iranian, and 
Iranian really believed to the Marxist-Islamist’s fairy tail that Iran’s oil revenue would be 
given to people. Thus, Iranian were eager to cause social disorder in Iran and murdering 
Iranian Imperial Armed Forces in comfort of their homes, and social situation became 
unbearable for His Majesty as He left Iran in order to stop blood shed in Iran.   
 
Now, 29 years has passed from the Marxist-Islamist fairy tail that the oil revenue would 
be given to Iranian people and poverty would be eliminated. Nowadays, families cannot 
feed their own hungry stomach and families are ashamed of themselves and there are 
cases that a whole family commits suicide or sometimes a family would be forced to sell 
their children in a slave market in Iran in order to earn some money.  
 
These children are forced to sell flowers, candies or some kind of goods to passer by in 
streets of Iran, and at night the ring leader comes and takes them to their designated 
place, and collects their money and in return children receive some refreshment and not a 
proper food which would have nutrition value for their health. Also, streets are 
undesirable environment for children to grow-up due to lack of parenting supervision, 
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and children are imposed to harsh reality of life which is embarrassing even to mention 
on this paper. 
    
Therefore, the 1979 was not a revolution, but it was a fiasco because people bought into 
this fairy tail that revolution would change their livelihood and this 1979 so call 
revolution had nothing to do with political structure in Iran.  
 
During reign of Pahlavi, it was unheard of child slavery, but today it is common scenery 
in Iran, and worst of all young ladies are forced in sex slavery. So, let’s rise, and remove 
the establishment in Iran for sake of young people, and next generation, and let them 
have dignity and proper respect in this life. 
  
Payandeh Iran/Long Live Iran 
 


